using Interactive Pigments with
Georgies Gloss and Sculptural / Textural
^ 6 GLAZES


2. SPIRAL BALL - GLW23 White Froth applied overall. IP202 brushed on as stripes.


5. GREEN TEXTURE BALL - IP211 applied overall, wiped back. PG634 Scotch Pine applied over top.


7. IP208 applied overall. GLW15 JUJUBE applied with a sponge, 1-2 coats NOT allowed to dry between coats to vary the thickness.

8. IP211 applied overall to ^04 bisque and wiped back. GLW23 applied overall over the top.

9. IP207 applied overall to ^04 bisque and wiped back. GLW32 applied overall, over the top of wiped back IP211. Clay: Timberline Sculptural.

ALL pieces fired to ^6, medium speed, no hold in Skutt electric kiln.